
 

Multichannel solutions by Textlocal  

Sharing content-rich and engaging messaging 
across your customer’s preferred channels 
streamlines the customer experience, aligning 
the online journey over multiple channels and 
devices. To help businesses deliver multichannel 
communications, our configuration-based solutions 
remove the complexity of managing several 
integrations. The solution suite enables your teams 
to automate and build customer interactions across 
all digital channels from one system. 
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Delivering multichannel mobile messaging solutions
Mobile phones are at the centre of all that we as consumers do, from our morning alarm to everyday purchases, 
research and socialising. Despite the many evolutions of mobile phones, their main function is still communication-
based, there is simply far greater choice with access to several digital communication channels. 

Crucially for businesses, these instant messaging channels enable the sharing of transactional and promotional 
content, transforming the mobile customer journey. In fact, 53% of people are more likely to shop with a business 
they can message directly. In short, being where your customers are is key to improving their experience and your 
effectiveness.

RCS

SMS 2.0 and so much more. 
RCS combines the engagement of 

native text messaging with richer 
features- image carousels, mobile 

tickets and real-time, app-like 
interactions*.

Push Notifications 

The seamless transition of these action 
orientated messages is one of the reasons 
why click-through rates are almost 
double that of email. With messages 
delivered directly to a device’s home 
screen, it’s important to note that 
consumers can mute notifications.

Email 

One of the most trusted and cost-
effective channels available, email 
has easy measurability. With the 
implementation of GDPR, the channel 
has become cleaner. This reduction of 
noise means that your opted-in customer 
base is more likely to see your sends. 

In-App messaging  

Given that users see trigger-based or 
promotional pop-ups when in the app, 

messages should feel like a natural 
part of the app experience. When used 

effectively, in-app receives 8x the direct 
response rates of push notifications. 

Apple Business Chat 

Built into iOS11.3 and higher, Apple 
Business Chat is a new way for customers 
to interact with brands through Safari, 
Maps or Siri. Users should be aware 
that the channel is intended to provide 
customer support only and Apple 
approval is required to gain usage*.

WhatsApp Business 

WhatsApp has more than 1.5 billion 
monthly users, owned by Facebook it 
offers the same immediate responses and 
convenient conversation method. For 
larger businesses, the channel is intended 
to support service and transactional-
based messages only, not marketing*. 

Voice  

As a customer resolution channel, voice 
is as direct as it gets. Dealing with more 

complex issues through voice adds 
real value to the customer experience. 
Although voice can be more expensive 

than digital channels, it remains a 
crucial part of service delivery. 

*Textlocal and IMImobile have been involved in an early adopter  
  programme to deliver and shape usage of these channels.

SMS 

The original staple of direct business 
mobile messaging, SMS still boasts 
a reach of 95% of UK adults. SMS is 

native to all mobile phones with 213 
million messages sent daily in the 

UK, connecting with customers of all 
devices.  
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Facebook Messenger 

Messenger provides real-time customer 
support and the ability to accept 

payments. By 2020 Facebook plans 
to integrate its messaging services on 

Instagram, WhatsApp and Facebook 
Messenger.  While all three will remain 

stand-alone apps, messages will be able 
to travel between them. 


